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Abstract
With the rapid development of digital technologies such as AI, VR, AR, XR, and more importantly the almost
ubiquitous mobile broadband coverage, we are entering an Integrated Physical-Digital World (IPhD), the
tight integration of virtual world with the physical world. The IPhD is characterized with four key technologies:
Virtualization of the physical world, Realization of the virtual world, Holographic internet, and Intelligent
Agent. Internet continues its development with faster speed and broader bandwidth, and will eventually be
able to communicate holographic contents including 3D shape, appearance, spatial audio, touch sensing and
smell. Intelligent agents, such as digital human, and digital/physical robots, travels between digital and
physical worlds. In this talk, we will describe our work on IPhD and especially digital human for this IPhD
world. This includes: computer vision techniques for building digital humans, multimodal text-to-speech
synthesis (voice and lip shapes), speech-driven face animation, neural-network-based body motion control,
human-digital-human interaction, and an emotional video game anchor.
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